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ABSTRACT 
This study aims to study Effective factors on social justice based on employee’s perspective 
of Shushtar education bureau. The research method is Survey which has been performed 
by questionnaire. There are 392 employees (men and women) of Shushtar education 
bureau in the sample which has determined by simple random sampling. Findings show 
that there is a relationship between sense of security, trust to the responsible efficiency, 
social alienation, socio economic status (independent variables) and social 
justice(dependent variable). Also validity and reliability has been determined by formal 
validity and cronbach alpha.   
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Define the problem: 

 Justice as a concept is respected by all of the human reason. Human mind ways  was engaged in Concept of 

justice-, its high degree of subjectivity - so that now argumentation about  justice nature has been continuing 

(por ezat, 1380: 85). In fact, realization of justice is a basis of government legitimacy and justification of 

necessity of existing state(Ibid: 1380, 85). Equality is one of the key forming element of social justice that is 

tangible and understandable. But, its way of composition to other elements can cause different definitions of 

social justice concept. For example, definition of social justice based on composition of elements such as 

opportunities equality and accepting merits and potentialities is totally different with concept composing just 

equality in facilities and interests and is followed by totally different and contradicted social policies. In fact, 

social justice always is concerned by citizens. So, because of high importance of social justice among people, 

this research is seeking to answer these questions: What are the effective factors on sense of social justice 

among Shushtar citizens? Why is so? How is so? 

 Justice  give a standard to people by which they judge whether needs of social circumstances  which are 

complicated,  are met(Ghanineghad, 1381: 89). So it is necessary to  study Effective factors on social justice 

based on employees perspective of Shushtar education bureau. Theoretical bases: Plato says: justice is 

something in which each person give his right and follow something in which he has talent and merit(Will 

Durant, 1392: 39-40).  John Rawls argues in his famous theory about justice: the most profit for the most 

deprived people and justice conservation base as two principles of justice must be considered and situation of 

fair equality of opportunities must be accessed for all of people(Mahmoudi, 1376: 110).  

 Contemporary west liberalist thought considers justice in relation to support of individual fundamental 

rights. In Kantian attitude, justice means in the relation to others and fair; but there is some faults such as 

pluralistic base, relativism and agreement. In socialist attitude, social justice means distributive aspect, exactly 

distribution of goods, facilities are vague (Jamshidi, 1380: 14-15).  The paradigms of realization of social justice 

are: 

1-social justice in normative  economy(state economy): 

 State economy advocates concentrate on targeted subsides payment, control and observe of prices, 

prevention of accumulation of massive wealth, balancing incomes, decreasing rate of poverty, decreasing class 

distance and finally generation of social justice for reaching to goals such as balanced distribution of incomes, 

facilities and wealth of society(Nili, 103). As a whole, policies of reinforcement   of social and economic justice 

are: 
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Social justice 

A)rights development and fundamental freedoms policies B)mechanism improvement policies of free market, 

C) direct policies for decreasing poverty and redistribution of income.  

2-social justice in free market 

 Free market is formed basing on competition and private property and different  talents lead to inequality. 

Market penalties inefficient persons and rewards feeicient ones, so consequently unequal distribution is created.  

 Competition is most important factor of efficient wealth and welfare in modern industrial societies, 

meanwhile the result of competition is not permanent one. Being winner in competition is not equal with eternal 

and continuous victory. Economy consider free access of individual rights as a main core social systems and  

free interaction between persons and organizing economic system and social contract as  a final regulator of 

collective relations.   

1-Traditional attitude to justice are used in some dimensions: A) Social justice as merit  B) social justice as 

regarding appropriateness, rights and merits in which justice distribution must be done by regarding talents, 

potentialities, merits, opportunities and facilities.  

2-Modern attitude to justice 

-Social justice as equality 

-Justice as action has been introduced by Habermas 

-Social justice as fair, neutrality and equality in opportunities; John Rawls tried to overcome Utilitarianism by 

introducing an alternative theory without compromising about welfare of society. 

 He is guided to theoretical construction that arguments were directed to it for decades.  

 Rawls states, each person has inviolable  principal rights whom origin is justice, even totality of society 

welfare  cannot violate it. Social inequality must decrease by government somehow that: A) not violate principal 

core of rights and B) economic efficiency that is necessary for society welfare not severely decrease (Rawls, 

1386: 101).   

 

Results: 

 The schematic results of dependent and independent variables are concluded : Findings show that there is 

relationship between sense of security, trust to the responsible efficiency, religiosity, socio economic status( as 

independent variables) and social justice(as dependent variable). The regression result show that 64 percent on 

dependent variable variations are determined by independent variables. 
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